
FMIC Installation Guide for R56 w/ JCW Aerokit and 
driving lights

I joined a group buy sometime in December, 2011 and I received my FMIC 
from Helix today, February 8, 2012.  I was going to wait to have it 
installed by a mini professional but didn’t want to waste $150.  after 
getting advise from fellow mini club members and reading several how-
to’s, I decided to give it a go.  figured, I’d get to learn about taking off 
my own bumper and more about the car.  How hard could it be? 

as noted above, i’ve read a few how-to’s but i couldn’t find one that 
showed how to take off a bumper with the jcw aerokit.  Not much 
difference from the stock bumper but i decided make a how-to.  

parts list

1 FMIC

Tools used

Socket/Ratchet
t20 & t25 tox bit

small & medium flat head screwdriver
philips screwdriver

plastic interior removal tool
zip tie

jack stands



1. locate hood latch in driver’s side and open hood.

2. raise  front of car with a floor jack and support on jack  stands.



3. remove (x4) upper grill fasteners.

4. Unplug the driving light harness and cut the zip tie that is holding it 
in place on the driving light bracket (repeat on opposite side).

 



5. unscrew the driving lights from the bracket (repeat on opposite 
     side).

6. Remove the driving lights along with the lower section of the grill   
from the bumper by gently pulling away from the car. 



7. once the driving lights and grill are removed, you can start taking    
     off the bumper.  remove the philips screw in the fender liner (repeat 
     on opposite side).

you will now have access inside the fender liner (behind your front 
bumper...



8. locate fasteners (x2) and remove (Repeat on opposite side).

disconnect the wheel arch light.  Separate the top and bottom wheel 
arches then gently pull the top wheel arch away from the car.

9. unscrew the bolt holding that is holding the side of the bumper to 
the car (repeat on opposite side).



10. proceed by removing the fasteners (x3) and bolts (x2) under the 
        bumper.

11. loosen the driving light bracket nut (repeat on opposite side).



12. remove the bolt holding the top bumper from the body (repeat on 
opposite side).

make sure you disconnect the parking lights, fogs lights harness on 
both sides and unplug the outside air temperature sensor on the 
passenger side.



13. gently raise the driving light bracket (repeat on opposite side), 
then gently remove the front bumper.



14. unscrewing the bolts on both sides of the intercooler then 
loosen the hose clamps on both sides from under the car.

     



15. Take out your new intercooler from the box and inspect for any 
        defects.  Take your time to admire the build quality!



here is the helix intercooler and the oem intercooler...



15. mount the new intercooler in place of the oem intercooler.     
        Connect the boost/charge tubes to the intercooler.  make sure  
        the intercooler is positioned properly then tighten the hose 
        clamps...

start car and make sure there is no check engine light.  Put the bumper 
back, take car of the jack stands, and take car for a test drive.  

Note: when putting the driving lights back, make sure you zip tie the 
harness/plug onto the bracket.

I did this in the evening because I couldn’t wait to have the intercooler 
on the car.  minus the picture taking and dinner, it took me 3 and a 1/2 
hours to install.  

Thanks!  hope this helped!  

Chris M.


